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PDP-Laban Cusi wing backs Marcos
The Cusi faction of the PDP-Laban has endorsed former Sen. Bongbong Marcos for president in the 2022 elections. This
was announced by its president, Energy Sec. Alfonso Cusi. He hinted that President Duterte might attend one of the
rallies of the UniTeam, in which Davao City mayor Sara Duterte is running for vice president.
Sen. Koko Pimentel has criticized the Cusi faction for backing Marcos, saying that the party founded by his father, was
formed to oppose the dictatorship of Ferdinand Marcos Sr., father of former Sen. Marcos.
The Marcos campaign has been plagued by the suspension of troll accounts by several social media. One of its rallies
was claimed to be the biggest, and a candidate for the Guinness Book of World Records, but this was shown to be a hoax.
A photo of a huge rally was shown to be one actually held in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Attempts have been made to block rallies of opposition presidential candidate VP Leni Robredo by road construction and
rerouting and jamming of cellphone signals (Cavite), or denial of permits to buses transporting rally participants
(Pangasinan). A massive rally in San Fernando, Pampanga, attended by an estimated 220,000 participants, was
supposed to be followed by a UniTeam rally, but this was postponed indefinitely, reportedly because it was unable to
equal, let alone surpass, the Robredo rally.
Prior to that, a fake sex video of a daughter of VP Robredo was blamed on the Marcos camp. A Comelec presidential
interview (a reformulation of the debate, which was plagued by the unavailability, or supposed unavailability, of
participants) will not be attended by former Sen. Marcos because according to him they will be attending rallies instead.
There had been reports about the mobile numbers that were gathered by barangays and other government agencies in
connection with pandemic-related, national ID, and other operations.
• OCTA: COVID-19 surge likely after Eleksyon 2022 -gmanetwork.com/news/topstories/nation/830074
• NCR at ‘low risk’ for COVID-19; reproduction number slightly increases to 0.71 — OCTA gmanetwork.com/news/topstories/metro/830038
• 193 new COVID-19 cases logged; active tally lowest this year
The country’s active case count decreased to 9,585 from 10,576. At least 21,651 individuals were tested Wednesday, April
27. -gmanetwork.com/news/topstories/nation/830052
• BBM Spokesperson’s Facebook Suspended -thelookout.com.ph/article/bbm-spokespersons-facebook-suspended msn.com/en-ph/entertainment/entertainmentnews/facebook-sinuspinde-ang-account-ng-spokesperson-ni-bbm-na-si-attyvic-rodriguez

April 25, 2022

WHO, DOH warn of corona surge
Both the country director for the Philippines of the World Health Organization and the Department of Health have warned
of a sharp rise in COVID-19 active cases after the election to over 300,000 due to the disregard of health protocols.
Election-related activities, including rallies, have resulted in unprecedented crowds without social distancing, and the
WHO has cited the case of South Korea, where active cases exceeded 600,000.
Currently, daily cases in each region have not exceeded a hundred, with NCR on top but new virus variants from abroad
have resulted in new surges.
Flood of smuggled vegetables decried
Leading vegetable growers, especially from the Cordillera, have lamented the relentless inundation of smuggled
vegetables from abroad, mostly from China, blaming top officials. This reaches hundreds of billions of pesos, driving down
the price of local vegetables and robbing farmers of their income.
The Secretary of Agriculture, who is blamed for not acting to stop the smuggling, was reported by a reliable source to be
meeting with a leading presidential candidate very closely identified with China to offer his services in the anticipated
administration.
DOH warns of dengue outbreak
The Department of Health asked the public to be careful following an outbreak of dengue fever in several regions,
including the CAR, BARMM and Cagayan Valley. Over 900 cases were reported in Zamboanga City in the past few
months, resulting in more than a hundred deaths. Undersecretary Ma. Rosario Vergeire said the public should remove
breeding places of mosquitoes, particularly stagnant water.

April 6, 2022
China vessels chase Philippine Navy ships bringing supplies
Militia vessels belonging to China have repeatedly chased ships of the Philippine Navy supplying troops on Pag-asa
Island (international name Thitu Island), even as armed Chinese fishing boats have driven away Philippine fishermen in
nearby waters. DFA Secretary Teodoro Locsin, Jr. has filed a diplomatic protest, asking China to withdraw all of its militia
vessels and fishing fleet in the area.
China has called on the Philippines to stop irritants in their relations, promising development assistance, projects and
vaccines. China's projects have attracted criticism, in that they use labor from China rather than generating employment.
And China-made vaccines have been under fire for low efficiency and numerous side effects. Significantly, following the
ongoing corona outbreak in Shanghai, doctors were using foreign vaccines like Pfizer instead of Chinese-made vaccines
like Sinovac.

March 24, 2022
Pandemic restrictions loosened
Health Secretary Francisco Duque said that face masks will not be required except in public places. This comes following
the steady drop in new cases. The reporting of cases per day was also stopped, something which the Octa Research
Group opposed, saying that the pandemic had not ended, and that the statistics were needed the track the course of the
disease.
Return to work order opposed by BPO employees
An association of business process outsourcing employees opposed a return-to-work order dated April 1. According to the
association, given the nature of the job, the order can cause a surge in corona infections. It was suggested that fifty
percent go to work instead, with the rest working from home.

March 6, 2022
Martial law becomes focus of presidential debate
A debate of 2022 senatorial candidates became centered on martial law (declared by President Ferdinand E. Marcos on
September 21, 1972). It began when suspended lawyer Larry Gadon, who is on the slate of former Sen. Bongbong
Marcos, attacked Catholic priests criticizing martial law, which Bukluran ng Manggagawang Pilipino senatorial bet Luke
Espiritu refuted, saying that 3,257 people were killed, 35,000 tortured and 70,000 imprisoned under martial law.
He was interrupted several times by Gadon, who was asked by Espiritu not to be rude since it was still his time to speak.
Both Gadon and former presidential spokesman Harry Roque, who is also running under Marcos's slate, said presidential
bet Marcos should not be faulted for martial law human rights violations. This elicited a reply from Espiritu, who said
Roque spent his life fighting for human rights and opposing the Marcos dictatorship, which he forgot when Marcos
included him in his ticket. Espiritu's speech went viral on social media, and he was adopted by other political parties and
groups.
Senatorial debate sizzler: When Harry and Larry met Luke ...-newsinfo.inquirer.net/1563151_ Espiritu dressed down fellow
lawyers Harry Roque and Larry Gadon, both members of Ferdinand “Bongbong” Marcos Jr.’s senatorial slate, for their
support of the late dictator and his son
Duterte: Putin is suicidal -gmanetwork.com/news/story/823927
Philippine gov't debt breaches P12T mark as of end-January -gmanetwork.com/news/story/823867
Claimants rush to SSS offices as COVID-19 restrictions eased -gmanetwork.com/news/story/823939
Philippines now on France travel green list -gmanetwork.com/news/story/823851

March 1, 2022
NCR now Alert Level 1
Metro Manila and nearby areas have been reclassified as Alert Level 1, new infections have dropped to hundreds. This
eliminates most restrictions imposed following the pandemic.
Business leaders lauded the change, saying that the economic upturn will bring back about 300,000 new jobs.

What now? CTALK - Cito Beltran - The Philippine Star March 2, 2022 -philstar.com/opinion/2022/03/02/2164257
Now that Alert Level 1 status has become a reality, I’m beginning to make sense of why Presidential Adviser Joey
Concepcion kept telling government to put together an exit plan from our COVID siege mindset. Two years lived in various

stages of detention and non-productivity has a way of dulling the senses and drive of individuals and businesses to the
point that “re-entry” can be daunting.
*.*

February 21, 2022
6,832 tourists arrive in Philippines
Following the Bureau of Immigration's lifting of the ban on tourist arrivals, 6,832 were reported on February 10. This was
an improvement over 4,000 the previous day. With a sharp decline in new cases and increased vaccination, the country
has once again been opened to international tourism.
Concepcion calls for eased restrictions
Entrepreneurship Secretary Joey Concepcion said that the NCR should shift to Alert Level 1 to allow the economy to
recover. Following a surge after the omicron variant became dominant earlier this year, the COVID situation has improved
by most indicators, with new cases below 3,000 for a week (1,427 today) the lowest since December last year.
However, Sec. Vince Dizon said that vaccination rates of the most vulnerable should first exceed 80 percent before a
change in pandemic classification is implemented. Meanwhile, restrictions on the unvaccinated are escalating in many
areas, with the ordinances being passed against their presence in many public places.
-gmanetwork.com/news/story/822620

February 2, 2022
Births at lowest level since 2012
Despite an expected surge in births because of lockdowns caused by the pandemic, Popcom reported a decline to 1.53
million, the lowest since 2012. This was attributed to delayed marriages, fewer teenage births, and increased use of pills
and contraceptives.
Many parents were reported to be worried about the future, and reluctant to have children.
Antivaxx ban relaxed in most NCR LGUs
Restrictions on non-vaccinated people in public vehicles and most public places were relaxed at the start of February, as
Metro Secretary Joey Concepcion expressed hope for further relaxation to jump start the economy. The OCTA Research
group also noted a falling positivity rate and other disease indices and predicted that daily case increases would drop
below 500. Meanwhile, unvaccinated or antivaxx people raised the human rights implications of government restrictions
on them. The chief of the Public Attorney's Office (PAO), who is still unvaccinated, questioned government restrictions,
and vowed to assist those facing legal problems.

mb.com.ph/2022/01/17/pao-chief-acosta-confesses-im-unvaccinated _ Persida V. Rueda Acosta warned that she will take
action against local laws that restrict the movement and punish unvaccinated persons.

January 25, 2022
Marcos skips TV presidential debate
Former Sen. Bongbong Marcos did not attend the presidential debate for 2022 presidential candidates on Channel 7. He
was the sole absentee. His camp gave as his reason moderator Jessica Soho's bias against the Marcoses.
According to analysts on social media, vice president Leni Robredo and Sen. Ping Lacson gave the best presentations.
The Marcos absence was greeted negatively on social media, with opinions ranging from it being an indication of his
performance if elected to charges that he will cheat his way to victory.
Opinions were unfavorable even among Ilocano circles, with some saying that Soho, an Ilocana from La Union, was more
trustworthy than the half-Ilocano Marcos. This comes shortly after Twitter deactivated the accounts of hundreds of Marcos
followers for trolling and violating rules.

January 5, 2022

NCR placed under Alert Level 3
With a surge in new cases reaching into thousands (over 3,000 yesterday), the IATF has placed Metro Manila under Alert
Level 3, which has brought back many restrictions. This was attributed to the entry of the highly transmissible omicron
variant, as well as the holidays. The OCTA Research Group predicts that daily figures will soon reach the 10,000 mark.
New corona cases reach new high
They reported for January 9 some 28,707 new cases of COVID-19, breaking the record for the highest since the beginning
of the pandemic. Some officials have advised that Metro Manila be placed under Alert Level 4 (Enhanced Community
Quarantine under their old terminology). This will restrict all but the most essential of businesses. Entrepreneurship czar
Joey Concepcion and business leaders argued against this, saying that it will be disastrous economically.
Marcos misses disqualificaltion hearing
Former Sen. Bongbong Marcos failed to attend a hearing called by the Commission on Elections on his disqualification,
saying that he was not feeling well, despite its being virtual hearing. On the same day, however, he was reported to give
an interview and attend a social gathering, fueling speculation on how he would be behaving in the highest office.
Guanzon to require notarized medical cert from Marcos Jr. to justify absence in Comelec hearing msn.com/enph/news/national/guanzon-to-require-notarized-medical-cert-from-marcos-jr-to-justify-absence-in-comelec-hearing

December 17, 2021
2,000 students begin face-to-face classes in NCR
Two thousand students from Metro Manila were to begin face-to-face classes last December 6. They are from all
municipalities of the metropolis except Pateros. The Department of Education said that the necessary health protocols are

being observed, including the requirement that all participating teachers and students be vaccinated.
China shipping away Tawi-Tawi soil
Fifteen ships from China have been seen carrying away soil from Languyan Island in Tawi-Tawi. Chinese have been
mining nickel in the area for the past 11 years. Rather than hiring local workers and providing employment, China is, as in
its other construction and extraction projects in the country, bringing workers from China.
Recently, events have taken a more serious turn, as they have been using earthmoving equipment to dig up soil and ship
this away. This has been reported in other Philippine provinces like Zambales, Cagayan, and until this was halted by
protests, Batangas. The soil taken from the Philippines is used by the Chinese military for construction works in the reefs
that China is occupying in the West Philippine Sea.
bworldonline.com/nickel-miner-eyes-new-site-as-tawi-tawi-mine-nears-depletion _ SR Languyan is one of the top nickel
ore producers in the country, and China’s second-biggest supplier of nickel ore which are used in stainless steel and
battery production. The company was given a mining permit in 2010 which covers 3,483 hectares of land in Languyan.

November 26, 2021

Doctors, authorities advise against bringing children to malls
The president of the Philippine Medical Association appealed to parents not to bring children 12 years old and below to

malls. This was echoed by President Duterte and local executives in the NCR after a two-year-old taken by his mother to a
Metro Manila mall tested positive for COVID-19. Despite a steady drop in China virus cases, many authorities fear a surge
will follow liberalization of quarantine restrictions. Already, the Philippine General Hospital's COVID section has reached
full capacity. The situation here could resemble that in Europe where new strains of the disease have lead to new surges,
and caused new lockdowns.
China Coast Guard blocks Philippine ships bringing supplies to Ayungin Shoal
Ships of the Chinese Coast Guard attacked with water cannons and blocked Philippine ships bringing food to a Marine
detachment on Ayungin (Second Thomas) Shoal. They had to abandon their mission. This provoked a diplomatic protest
from Philippine Foreigh Secretary Teodoro Locsin Jr., who said that the vessels are covered by a mutual defense treaty
with the United States, and that China's actions endanger its special relations with the Philippines.
China has stepped up its attacks in what it calls the South China Sea, which it wholly claims, and has sent an
unprecedented number of planes over a Taiwanese island.
Philippine COVID-19 recovery rating improves
The country has improved its corona rating in Nikkei Asia's most recent Recovery Index rating. It got 41.5 points, ranking
103rd. This rating was a major improvement from the previous month's score of 30.5, and a ranking of 121st. The better
figures have been attributed to better infection management and increased vaccination. Daily infection rates have dropped
to hundreds, and this has been accompanied by drops in infectivity, hospitalization, positivity and fatality rates.
(newsinfo.inquirer.net/1520428/ph-logs-14-straight-days-of-low-positivity-rate-meets-who-yardstick) However, health
authorities have cautioned against complacency, saying that the pandemic is not yet over, and that health protocols should
continue to be observed strictly.
Further reduction in corona cases noted
The OCTA Research Group reports that the average daily new cases of the China virus have fallen to 204, the lowest in
NCR since June last year (onenews.ph/articles/octa-ncr-positivity-rate-lowest-since-last-year-octa). It expects figures to
drop overall.
The arrival of the Omicron variant (gmanetwork.com/news/topstories/nation/812567/philippines-adds-7-more-countries-tored-list-over-covid-19-omicron-variant), though, and loosening of restrictions have caused concern. Despite the removal of
the face shield requirement, some, like vaccine czar Carlito Galvez, have called for the return of face shields to prevent a
resurgence of new cases.
• They Relied on Chinese Vaccines. Now They’re Battling Outbreaks -nytimes.com/2021/06/22/business/economy/chinavaccines-covid-outbreak.html
• gmanetwork.com/news/news/nation/811445/duterte-tags-cocaine-using-presidential-candidate-who-had-done-nothing
• Duterte claim vs narco-politician based on intel -msn.com/en-ph/news/national/duterte-claim-vs-narco-politician-basedon-intel

• gmanetwork.com/news/news/nation/811480/us-announces-sex-trafficking-charges-vs-apollo-quiboloy
• Fox News _ Experts say China possesses 'super EMPs' that could cause a marathon blackout resulting in mass death.
Top experts say US is vulnerable to 'real threat' of Chinese attack
• Why has China banned a viral pop song -youtube.com/watch?v=Dr82VM_pAu4
TikTok Class Action Lawsuit Interests Fans Across The US -survivalupdate.com/tiktok-class-action-lawsuit-interests-fansacross-the-us
China tells mines to produce 'as much coal as possible' - CNN -edition.cnn.com/2021/10/20/business/china-coalproduction-intl-hnk
The Moral Imperative to End China's Regime -gatestoneinstitute.org/17981/end-china-regime
• Facebook Asian Alliance Against China Bullying _ Den[] Pan[] _ Nagpapa aalala lang... Alalahanin mo bakit nagngitngit
ipin mo at kumuyom kamao mo dahil sa atrocities ng china at mga politkong kasabwat nila...nasasarapan kna ba maging
willing victim?

November 8, 2021

Marcos disqualification sought
Human rights and other groups have asked the Comelec to disqualify former Sen. Bongbong Marcos from running in 2022
for his conviction in 1995 by the Quezon City RTC for failing to file tax returns from 1982 to 1985. Following an appeal by
Marcos, the Court of Appeals upheld the conviction but modified the penalty by removing the prison term and imposing a
fine instead. Because Marcos failed to appeal the conviction to the Supreme Court, it became final.
The petitioners said last week that Marcos's conviction perpetually disqualifies him from holding public office. In addition,
they said that it involves moral turpitude, another ground for disqualification.
Keeping an eye on this
As our government was distributing contraceptives along with food relief and Sinovac, we note that China's one-child
policy has had disastrous effects so they shifted to two-child policy but with high costs that few are taking the bait.
GMA will run for old Congress seat. Presidential fight (unless Marcos is disqualified) will be between Bongbong and Leni.
Others will give way, support either one or be also rans.
On pandemic, new Indian vaccine gains WHO approval, may be game changer.
Sara reply fuels speculation
A text message by a member of the media to the spokesperson of Davao City mayor Sara Duterte-Carpio on whether she
will withdraw her candidacy elicited a 'no comment' response. This strengthened the belief that she is indeed planning to
run for president.
Earlier, it was speculated that Sen. Ronald 'Bato' de la Rosa ran for president only as a stand-in for her. The speculation
was that she would have former Sen. Bongbong Marcos as running mate. But some have pointed out that the former
senator's determination to run for the office has doused this idea. The appearance of 'Bonnga ka Day' posters, playing on
the names 'Bongbong' and 'Inday Sara' suggest that she will run for vice president, as running mate of Marcos.
Sara withraws candidacy
Davao City mayor Sara Duterte-Carpio has withrawn her candidacy for mayor, paving the way for her running for higher
office. Observers speculate that she will run for either the presidency or the vice presidency. Significantly, former Sen.
Bongbong Marcos, whose alliance with the Dutertes dates back to the time of the time of his late father in the 1960s, did
not have a runing mate when he filed his candidacy.

• Yahoo pulls out of China for good -edition.cnn.com/2021/11/02/tech/yahoo-china-exit
Voice of America - VOA _ China's military has built mockups in the shape of a U.S. Navy aircraft carrier and other U.S.
warships, possibly as training targets, in the desert of Xinjiang -voanews.com/a/china-builds-mockups-of-us-navy-ships-inarea-used-for-missile-target-practice
Trending in China: Covid-19 spike triggers panic buying -scmp.com/video/china/3155771/trending-china-covid-19-spiketriggers-panic-buying
Chinese government sees data as a tool for surveillance and political power -youtube.com/watch?v=qM6J_65UZqk
• https://www.radikal.ph by Butch Dalisay _ I grew up a Marcos believer...the man who destroyed Philippine democracy,
Marcos became a model for some...that the real enemy is not people, but the “evil systems” that have created and
supported the Marcoses among us...It is not one man or family we must vote against, but what they represent.
• Philstar.com _ “Ngayong hapon wini-withdraw ko ang akong kandidatura sa pagka-Mayor." Davao City Mayor Sara
Duterte confirmed her withdrawal from the mayoral race. This raised questions as to whether she would run for president
or vice president. -philstar.com/headlines/2021/11/09/2140098/substitution-deadline-nears-sara-duterte-withdrawsreelection-bid
Duterte meets with Pacquiao at Malacanang -gmanetwork.com/news/video/575759 -gmanetwork.com/news/story/810404
• Goggles instead of face shield...Talks on replacing face shield policy with use of goggles raise eyebrows philstar.com/trends-spotlights/2021/11/09/204086
First case of B.1.617.1 variant in Philippines detected in Pampanga -gmanetwork.com/news/story/810074
2,646 new COVID-19 cases; positivity rate below 5% -gmanetwork.com/news/nation/810360 -November 11
• Philstar _ November 13
Rep. Carlos Zarate calls on all democratic, non-administration candidates to unite and thwart a 'dictatorannical' regime
headed by former Sen. Bongbong Marcos and Davao City Mayor Sara Duterte-Carpio
Partido Federal ng Pilipinas adopts Davao City Mayor Sara Duterte-Carpio as its vice presidential bet. PFP is fielding
Bongbong Marcos as presidential candidate for 2022 polls
gmanetwork.com/news/nation/810773/bato-to-withdraw-coc-for-president-in-eleksyon-2022
gmanetwork.com/news/nation/810764/sara-duterte-to-run-for-vp-as-substitute-for-lakas-cmd-aspirant-lyle-uy

large accumulations of used face masks in Manila Bay.
Defensor thanks FDA for granting ivermectin CPR.
Rep. Mike Defensor hailed the Food and Drug Administration for granting ivermectin a certificate of product registration.
This authorization for human use (it was previously for animal deworming) is only as an antihelmintic/antiparasitic and not
against COVID-19. He asked for authorization for this purpose as he, according to him, and many others, have benefited
from its use.
Philstar.com
Health Secretary Francisco Duque III said the DOH will submit an EUA application for Sinopharm before the Food and
Drug Administration Monday after the World Health Organization approved the jab for emergency use. DOH to seek
emergency use authorization for Sinopharm COVID-19 vaccine philstar.com/headlines/2021/05/10/2097188/doh-seekemergency-use-authorization-sinopharm-covid-19-vaccine

Genocide in the Philippines, an abbreviated chronology
The 1935 Constitution is ratified. It calls for a "common national language"
1937-1940
President Quezon created the Institute of National Language
The Institute recommended the adoption of Tagalog as the national language
President Quezon proclaimed Tagalog as the Philippine national language
President Quezon ordered that Tagalog be taught as a subject in schools
1956
The national anthem, Lupang Hinirang, was first sung in Pilipino-Tagalog
1962-1969
Stamps shift from English to Tagalog
Coins shift from English to Tagalog
Bills shift from English to Tagalog
1974
Bilingual education policy using Pilipino-Tagalog and English was imposed
1986-1989
ABS-CBN is returned to the Lopezes and changes its primetime news to Tagalog
The present Constitution slyly retains Tagalog

Public Forum, hosted by Randolf David, begins a trend for Tagalog public affairs
Executive Order No. 335 (August 25, 1988) Enjoining All Departments to be Tagalog
1998
Republic Act 8491, The Flag and Heraldic Code, punishes by fines or imprisonment
2004
Google becomes Tagalog default for the Philippines in the next seven years
2010
President Benigno S. Aquino III delivers his State of the Nation address in all-Tagalog
2011-2021
Blogger, the blogging service of Google, becomes Tagalog default
Waze becomes Tagalog default in the Philippines
Gmail, YouTube and other Google products gradually reinject Tagalog
Facebook intermittently switches from your chosen language to Tagalog
Government announcements are sent via cellphone text messages, in Tagalog.

THE BLOG in 2020 Part 2
THE BLOG in 2020 Part 1
Listen to Diabolical Filipino Tagalog sampled in the 2005 horror movie Constantine, 1 megabyte video
E-mail comment to: b l o g AT dila.ph
The other DILA opinion sheet is accessible on dila.ph
The blog's graphics are not eye candy meant to ensnare readers. These are captured from posts publicly uploaded by
users to Facebook, a company that exploits them but evades responsibility for content.

